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Summar>’
Sorne classes of basic sequences ix. Hanach spaces are studied.

We shaw ix. particular that if X is a Banach space witb separable
dual X and U cl 1’ are norrning closed subspaces of X., then
there is a basic sequence (x,,) in X such that, if [x,] is the closed
linear huil of (z,.) and [z,.]’ is the subspace of X orthogonal to
[x~], U + fr,.]1 = y aud the weak—closure of Un [x,.]’ ix. X
coincides with [x,j’. This result, suggested by sorne problerns ix.
the quasi-refiexivity of Banach spaces, allows us to obtain sorne
new resu]ts, as well as sorne already known ones, about this prop-
erty. We also give here sorne results concerning Sehauder basis in
quotients of Banach spaces.

The linear spaces we shall be using ix. this paper are supposed to
be defined over the field E of real or complex numbers. IIE is real,

then E is the field of rational numbers and, if E is complex, then .5
is the fleld formed by all numbers of the form a + 1,1 with a and b
rationals. The set of positive integers will be denoted b>’ ¡TV. Unless
otherwise stated, al] Banacb spaces considera! here will be assuined to
have infinite dimension. II X is a Banacb space, . ¡¡ wil] be its norm,
t is the Banach space conjugate of X, X~ is the conjugate of X axid
X~ the conjugate of X~. We identifr X, in the usual wa>’, with a

subspace of X. B(X) is the closed unit hall of X aud B(X) is the
interior of fi(X), i.e., the open unit hall of X. II x E X and u E X,
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we write <r,u> instead of u(z). If (x,,) is a sequence ix. X, b>’ [z,.J we
mean its closed linear span. Sinúlarí>’, II (xn,,.) is a double sequence ix.
X, then [zn,,.] is its closed linear span. Il’ (z,.) is a basic sequence, then
we put 4, vi E 1V, for the linear functionals in [z,4 associated to the
Schauder basis (x,.) of [ml. If there is an integer Iv greater or equal to
zero such that [4] has codimension Iv in [r,.I, then the basic sequence
(z,.) is said to be k-shrinking ix. particular, when Iv = O, (r,.) is said to
be shrinking. If the basic sequence (za) has the property that for an>’

given sequence (a,.) in E such that

ix

sup{I¡ >3ajzj II: vi E IV} < ca,
j=1

the series ~ a~x~¡ is convergent, then (x,,) is saM to be boundedly
complete. If the double sequence (zn,~) of X adndts an ordering such
that it is a basic sequence, then 4,,., m, vi E IV, are the linear functionals
of [xn,,,] associated to such a sequence. IT Y and Z are closed subspaces,
of finite or infinite dimension, of the Banach space x, y ~ said to be
an orthogonal complement of Z un Z + Y if z nY = {O} and ir Z + Y
the projection onto 2 along Y is continuous and has norm one.

For a given Banach space X, the weak topolo~’ ix. X, or also
o}X, X), is the topology of tSe pointwise convergence over X. If Y
is a subspace of X, a(X,Y) la the topolo~’ oit X of the pointwise
convergence over Y; ix. particular, if Y = X, a(X, X) is the weak
topolog>’ in X. If A is a subset of X, luviA denotes the linear span of
A, A is the closure of A ix. X~ br the wealO topology and A1 is the

subspace of X orthogonal to A. LiB is a subset of V, then fi will be
its a(X, X)-closure and 8, its orthogonal subspace in X.

A Banach space X 18 said to be quasi-reflexive iL it is of finite-
codimension ix. X. Lxi this case, if Iv is its codimension, X is said
to be quasi-refiexive of order Iv. un particular, when Iv = 0, X is a
reflexive space.

Ii 2 is a closed subspace of the Banach space X, the dimension of
2 being either finite or inflnite, we identifr ir the usual manner
with Z/Z’. Similarí>’, (X/Z) identifles with Z1. Let y be a closed
subspace of Xt We put, for each z of Z,

¡ z ¡:= sup{¡ <z,u> j : u E B(V)}.
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We sa>’ that y is 1-norming (norming) with respect to Z if ¡ . ¡¡ = ¡ . ¡
ix. Z (¡ . ¡is Bit equivalent norm to ¡¡ ¡j in Z). If Z = X, we shall simpí>’
sa>’ that it is a 1-nonning (norming) subspace of X .

Lot (z,.) be a basic sequence ix. the Banach space X. We sa>’ that (a’,.)
hasPropertyP,orthat it is of thetypeP, ifinf{¡j x,. ji: viEJV} > O
and sup{¡¡ Y.I%~’~ ¡3: vi E JV} < ca. Then, (ZLíz~) is also a basic
sequence ix. X. Qn the other hand, (x,.) is said to have Propert>’ P, or
that it is of the t>’pe P, if

sup{¡jz,.¡j: nEIV} <ca

and the sequence (u,.) such that

u1 := a’1, V2 := a’1 — X2, ..., 24 := Z,~i —

is a Schauder basis in ¡x,,] = ¡u,.]. For example, the natural basis of ca
is of the t>’pe P, but it is not of the type P. Qn the other hand, the
natural basis of Ii is of the type W but not of the t>’pe P.

Properties P and P were introduced by Singer lix [15]. The following
result, to be found in [15] (see also [16, p. 311]), will be needed after-
wards: a) A basic sequence (a’,.) in the Banach space X has property
P if and only ji (4) has property Pt

For the next lemnia we assume that X is a Banach space and that
U is a finite-dimensional subspace of X. Let .8 be a bounded absolutel>’
convex subset of X such that

hIzl!= sup{¡<z,u>l: uefi}, zEU. (1)

We consider a weaW dense subset 5 of .8.

Lemma 1. Giren e > O, there is a finite subset A of 5 such that, ffu
belongs to fi(Xfl, then diere is u in A such that

sup{¡<z,u—v>I xEfi(U)} <e. (2)

Proal’. Lot p be the canonical xnapping from X onto Xt/U’. We
know after (1) that the closure M of so(fi) ~ Xt’U’ coincides with the
closed unit bail of this space. For each u> in M, let P.<,, be the open bali
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in X*/U±centered at u> with radius e. Since M is compact, there is
a finite set {wí, w~, ..., wp} ix. M such that M is contained un
Now, since 9’(S) is dense un M, we ma>’ find, for each integer 1~ 1 =1=p,
a vector ¡1j ~ 5 such that sofrti) is in Pa,,. We set A {yj:l <1 <p}.
Now, let u be a vector un B(X). We have that ~(u) is un M and thus
it is ix. I%• for sorne s, 1 =s =p. We write y := ¡1s• Then

¡¡~(u)—so(vfl <II y,(u)—w~ I~ + llwB—so(v)ll< E

and hence we have that (2)is satisfied. U

In the next lemma, we obtain and extend some results of ¡1], [14],
[101 and [17].

Lemma 2. Jet (z,,.,,) be a doub¡e sequence in the fianach space X such
that

iitf{¡¡ xv,,,. ¡1: it El1V} >0, ni EN.

Let (u,,) be a sequence in X with 1u2,.] I-norming with respect to [zn,,.].
II

lim<xm,.,uj> = O, m,j EN,
U

then there isa subsequence (ymn)~í of(xn,,,)~1, ni E AY, such tbat

is a basic sequence in X whích is a subsequence of

a’l1, X12, a’21, ..., X1,, Z2(~i) X(,.i)2, Z~l,

such that, if p is the canonical mapping from X onto X/[ym,.]’, we
have that

= 9’C~Uu2,.])) =

Proof. Wc may assume, with no loss of generalit>’, tbat ¡ xn,, 1V 1,
ni, vi EN. Let

F:= livi{U2,. : nEIV} and G:= livi{u,. : nEN}.
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We consider ix. G fl B(X) a countable dense subset {Vm,. : ni, ix E N}
such that {v,,g2,,) : m,vi E N} be dense ix. Fn .8(V). Clearí>’,

lim<rmn,vpq> = O, rn,p,qE IP?. (3)
it

We endow tbe set of al] pairs mvi with an order relation C so that
pq <* mix whenever p + q < ni + it, or, p + q = ni + it and p < ni. We
take O < en,,. < 1 so that >?n,,.Emn < oc. We define now yLí := a’11,

p(l, 1) := 11. Proceeding by recurrence, we suppose that, for a given
subix.dex pq, we have obtained from {xmn : ni, vi E N} the vectors y,,,,.,
mix < pq such that ¡1>,q = a’Ñ~<~)• Wc then write

Y>,4:= lin{yrn,, : mn
0pq}

witb the norm induced by that of X. Applying Lemma 1 we obtair a
finite subset A~ of {vn,(2,,): ni, vi E AY } containing {vm(2,,) : ny < pq},
so that, given an>’ element u of B(X), there is an element y ir A>,<~ such
that if z belongs te fi(Y~) then

We define
BN:= A>,

4U{vn,,, : nin
0pq}.

Let rs be the successor of pq. We.put poqo for the greatest pair m(2vi)

for which ~m(2,.) is ir A~. It follows from (3) tbat there is a positive
integer vio such that poqo <* rixo, p(p, q) < rito aud

We now define Urs := a’,.,,
0, p(r, s) := mo. Next we see a property of

the vector yrs. Take z ix. YN with j~ z 11= 1. We find a vector u ix. V
such that

¡ju¡j=1, <z,z41.

We determine a vector y in A~ satisfring (4). Then

1
l<z,v>I=l(z,u>j — I<z,v—u>l=1—-—epq.
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-Let A be an arbitrar>’ element of1. If ¡ A ¡> 2, then

lIz+AVrsII=IAI. lIVraIl — IIzII> 1,

and, if ¡ A j< 2, then, having (5) ix. ¡uñid, it follows that

¡¡z+Ayrs¡! =I<Z+AVrs,V>I=l<Z,V>l— IArlwrs,tjI

1 1 =
— 1—~E>,q~2•~C>,q —

2Epq = lEpq + 2

2
_______ — 1

Thus, for ever>’ z un Y~ with z J= 1 and ever>’ A ini, we have

1 =(1 +epq) ¡¡ z+yra ¡¡. (6)

Let’s take now an arbitrar>’ element y of Y>,~ and a EL. If ~¡# O, we
appl>’ (6) for z := andA:= ~, and so we obtain

y a
1 ~ (i+epq) II + Vra II

j¡y¡¡ ¡¡VII
Hence

¡¡u 11=(1±e>,~) ¡ y+aj~ra JI, VEYpq, aCí. (7)
Clearí>’, (y,,.,. : <fl is a subsequence of (a’,,, : =). We seo next that
(y,,,,, : <) is a basic sequence in X. We take two arbitrar>’ subindices
pq and rs so that pq < rs. Lot Mc be the subindex immediatel>’ prior
to rs. We take

{aij EL : u < rs}. (8)

Repeatedi>’ makirg use of (7), it follows that

:21 =•pq} U =(1+e~)...(1+e~) II >3{aÚyÚ ji < rS} II
and therefore (y,,.,, : =) is a basic sequence ir X whose basic constax.t b
is less or equal than H,n,n(1+enrn). Besides, ifwe put P,,, to denote the
linear projections defined ix. [y,,,] axid associated to the basis (y,,.,, :
we have that

lim{IIPm,,lI:<} = 1.
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Let so stand for the canonical mapping from X’ onto X/[yn,,,jt. We
flux the subindex pq. un [yn,,.] = X/Iym,.]’, sa(vn) is the sum of the

series
>3{<ymn,so(vvq»y~.,. :0) (9)

for the wealO topology. For each subindex mit, let m
1vi1 be its successor.

After (5) we obtain

¡ <Vm1n1,u» 1 < ~ u> E fi,,,,.,

and therefore

>3 II <ym¡,.109(Vpq)>V~,1,.1 ¡¡ = >3 II <ym1n1,V~>y¿.1,t1 II
mis. =pq ~¡fl1

= >3 ¡ <Vmj,,i,Vpq> 1. ¡¡ j¡ < 2b >3 ¡ <~m1n1,tpq> 1
~‘“‘ =pq ~i~í =pq

< 2b>3cm,. < ca,
lvi,,.

hence we deduce that the series (9) is absolutel>’ convergent un the Ba-
nach space [y¿,,]and thus 9’(v>,<~) belongs to [y,t,.,.],whence we conclude
that so([u,.]) is contained in [y¿,.J. We take now a vector ¡É in ¡y¿,,]
with y 11= 1. Given e> O, we find a positive irteger q such that

E br<~1 1llPiqIl< 1+ ~ 4¿¿,iCm,.. 1q<~mn} < 3 e,
6(1 + e

e 1
—eElq < 6(1±e)’ 3

We apply Hahn-Banach’s theorem to obtain an elemex.t u> of X that
coincides with ~~(JV ox. ¡y,,,.] and

llwlI= ¡¡P~É 11=IIP~q¡l = l¡Piq¡j < E

Then
E

11(1+6(1+ e) )1w ¡¡< 1
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and thus we know, after (4), that there is u in A1,, such that, if y belongs
to B(Y14, thex. we have

E¡ <y,(l + 6(1 +E)>’» —. ¡ = Elq

and, consequentí>’,

¡ <y,w—v> 1=1<y,w—(1+ 6(1 E )~1w> 1 + ¡ <~ (J<j~ E )‘u>—v> ¡
6(1+ e)

= (1 —(1+6(1? )Y)llu>¡I
e e e

+
Then, ifwe take z ix. fi([g,,,,.j) and having ix. mmd that U Pi,, ¡j~ Pj~Z E
B(Yí,,), it fol]ows that

1 <z,Pf,,(rp(v) —u)> 1=1 <z,P,%(so(v)—P,,,yi> ¡ = 1 <Piqz,9’(v)—P~%mÉ> ¡

II Piq U ¡ <U P1~ r’ P,qz,v — u»
= (1+ E) 1<11 Piq 1V’ P1qZ,V — u» ¡6(1 + e)

e E E
\.LW 6(1+e) 3(1+e) 3’

axid tbus

5,,’ e
1 Pi•q(9’(V) — j¡ = sup{¡ <z, ~i,,~9’k~>— ~)>¡ : z E B(¡ym,,])} < —.—3

Ox. the other hand, if 1 denotes the identity map ix. [V,,.,.I,we have that,
for z ix. B([VmnI) and after (5),

1 (z, (J — P4)so(v)> 1 = 1 (z, >3{%tmn’ so(v)>¡4,,,, : Iq < mix}> 1

< >3{I <Vmn;V> ¡ . j ~4,. ¡: lq <~ mn} =~2b >3{e~,. lq < mvi},

axid hence

II (P — P:,,)so(V) U = sup{j <z, (1’ — Pr,,)so(v)> ¡ : z E fi(L’mTv])} <
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Thex.

II so(v) — y II =¡¡ ~(v) — P1~qV
t II + II E’iqV — V5 II

_ II Pi’q(9’(V) — V) + (P — P~)so(v) II + II Pi5qV5 — Y II
II P;~(9’(~) — y) II + II (‘ — P4)so(v) II + II PiqV — ¡j < E,

whence we deduce that

so(B([u2,.])) = so(B([u,.1)) = fiUi4,.1).

Finail>’, we make use of the open mappix.g theorem to obtain that

so: [U2n]— [t4,.l and p: [u,.] --—~ [t4,.]

are topological homomorpbisms ax.d
o o o

‘p(~ ([u2,.])) = p(fi [u,.]))= fi (W,t,.]).
u

Proposition 1. Let X be a Banach space. Jet Y be a separable
norrning closed subspace ofV. Let (zn,,.) be a double sequence Sn X
such that, for every m in iv, (zm,.)~1 has a weak5 -cluster point a’,,. in

x~. If
iixf{¡¡ a’,,,,. II: viEIN} >0, mEAY,

ivif{hIxmnXmll : yEN) >0, mEN,

(notice that the secoxid condition Ss satisfled autornatically when a’,» E
X5\X) then the following properties are satisfled:

1. There isa subsequence (ym,.)~i of(x,»,,)~,, ni E AY, such tbat

1/ii — xl, 1/12 — Zi,Y21 — X2,~ ~ — X1,V2(n..1) — X2,~ !/<n—l)2 — Zn—1~

is a basic sequence Sn X whicb Ss also a subsequence of

XII — xl, X12 — Xl,X21 — X2,~ — Xi, X2(n—1) — X2,~ . . ,X(n~l)2 ~Xn—l

1

xnl — ‘vn,.
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2. lf the subepace ofX orthogonal to [a’,,.] con tains Y, then (u~~)
may be chosen Sn such a way thai

Vil, V12, V2l, ..., Vi,., t/2(,.—í> V(,.—í)2 !Inl,

be a basic sequence Sn X and, if9’ Ss ihe canonical mapping from
X onto X/[y.,~]’, ihen so(Y) = [VI,.,.).

Proal’. We ma>’ assume, convenientí>’ renorming X ifx.ecessar>’, that Y
is 1-norming. lux. X, let Z be the closed linear span of {a’,,.,, : m,n E
N}U{a’,» ni E .UV}. We take a countable dense subset {z,. : vi E N}
ix. Z. For each pair of positive integers ni, vi, we fix.d ax. element u,,.,, m
X such that

II ~hnn 11=1, 1 <zn,~mn> 1>11z,. II
m

Clearí>’, ¡un,,.] is a 1-norming subspace of X with respect to Z. Let
{Vp} be a cauntable dense subset of Y. For each positive integer ni, we
find a subsequence (zm,.)~i of (xm,.)~1 such that

lim<z».,.—x,,.,u> = 0, mE .1V, u E
Tv

ax.d

is a subsequence of

a’11, Z1% a’21 a’1,., X2<,...1), ..., a’(fl.4)~, Xn1,

We now appl>’ Lomma 2 to obtaix. a subsequence (ym,.)~, of (z,»,.)~L1,
ni E AY, such that

Y,.i — a’,.,be a basic sequence of X~ such that it is a subsequence of

2~~ —
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It is clear that lun,, <uf»,, — xm, u) = 0, ni E IV and u E {v>,}, thns, if the

subspace of V orthogonal to [zm) contains Y, it follows that

lifli«imvi,u>=0, mElV, uE{vpl,

and since Y = [y>,] is separable and 1-norming, we ma>’ choose ~
m E AY, after Lemma 2, 50 that

Vil, V12, V21 ¡11,., V2(,,—í)~ ~ V(,.—1)2’ Vnl,

is a basic sequence ix. X such that, if p is the canonical mapping from
X onto .Ú/¡u,.rn]’, thex. so(Y) coincides with ¡y¿.,,1. U

Theorem 1. Let X be a Banach space with X separable. Jet Y be a
norming closed subspace of V. TIten there Ss a basic sequence (z,.) in
X such thai X/Y Ss isometric to [z,.]/¡4J.

Proaf. Since B(X) is compact and metrizable for the weak topolog>’,
we find ir B(X~) flY1 a countable subset {z1,z2,...,xm,...} that is
weak dense. For each positiveinteger ni, we choose a sequence
ix. X that a(X, Xfl-converges to a’,» ix. such a wa>’ that

This selection is guaranteod b>’ the fact that wealÉ-x.eighborhoods are
always infinite-dimensional and also that the closed bail centered at zero
with radius j a’n, 11/2 is weak-closed ix. Xt We then apply the former
proposition to obtain a subsequence(y,»n)~, of (z,»,,)~

1, m E iv, such
that

be a basic sequence ix. X so that, if ~ denotes the canonical nxapping
from X ox.to Xt/Iynrn]’, then saO’) = [y~rn].Wc write such a sequence
as (z,.). It then follows that ¡z,.]’ is contained ix. Y, from where we
easil>’ deduce that X/Y is isometric to [zvi]/[4j. u
Propositian 2. Jet X be a Banach space. Leí y be a 1-norming

closed subspace ofX. II’ W isa sepaiable norming subspace of X with
WflV = {0}, ihen there isa closed separable subspaceY ofX s,rnh that
j¡> y

5 there are a I-norming closed subspace 1/~ and a norming sub.space
Wí with 14 fl W

1 = {O} and 1V1 Ss isornetric to W.
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Prao?. Lot r be a positive integer. For ever>’ a’ ir X, we choose an
element u(z, r) ir y sucb that

u(z, r) 11= 1, ¡ <a’,n(z,r)> ¡ > j u ¡¡
r

We take ix. X a comxtable subset Ao axid ix. TV a countable dense subset
~o• We proceed b>’ recurrence and suppose that, for a non-negative
integer vi, we have obtained countable subsets A,. and fi,. ix. X aud X,
respectively. Let C,. and D,. denote the linear spans ayer fi of A,. ax.d
fi,., respectively. We define

CY,.U {a’(u,r) : u E D,.,r E IV},

D,.U {u(a’,r) : a’ E O,,, rE N}.

We put Y and F to denote the closures ix. X ax.d V of U~0A,, and
U~0fi,., respectivel>’. Clearí>’, we have that Y and E’ are Bax.ach spaces.
Given u E E’, y E Y

1 ax.d E> O, we find two positive integers vi, r and

u> ix. fi,. such that ~ < e ax.d ¡j u — u> ¡¡< e. Then

1lIuIl=I¡u—wlI+ j¡u>¡~< 6+ I<a’(w,r),u»I +—
r

=2e+ ¡ <z(w,r),u> +v> ¡ =2c + ¡ <a’(w,r),w — u> 1
+ ¡ <x(u>,r),u+v> ¡

< 2e+ ¡jw—u¡¡ + jlu+v¡¡ =3e+ IIu+vIj,
ax.d thns

II u =j¡ u —f y

from where we deduce that Y’ is an orthogonal complement of E’ ir
E’ +1”. We then have that TV is contained ir E’ axid ff4, is tbe canonical
mapping from X5 onto X/Y’, 4, : E’ — X/Y’ = Y is an into
¡sometr>’. We put TV

1 := 4,(W) and 1/~ := 4,(F fl 1”). It clearí>’ x.ow
follows that W1 is isometric to TV ax.d Vi fl TV1 = {O}. Ox. the other
hax.d, given a’ ix. Y ande> 0, we find m,r E LV af¡d z ix. A,» so that
¡¡ a’ —zIl<e, ~ < e. Ihen,

4,(u(z, y)) E V1, ¡¡ 4>(u(z, r)) fi = 1
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and

¡ <a’,4>(u(z,r))> ¡ = ¡ (a’,u(z,r)> j =[ <z,u(z,r)> ¡ — ¡ <z — .z,u(z,r)> ¡
hIa’—zhI=IIxII — 211z—zll=llzII—3e,

r r
therefore we deduce that 1/í is 1-norming. U

Ix. order to prove Lemnia 3 we shall need the following result of

Kadec and Kleo’s, [11] and [12] (seo also [2]): b) Leí X be a separable
Banach space axid Jet Y be a separable clased subspace of V. Then
there Ss an equivalexit norrn [fl IISn X such that, if (4) Ss an arbitrary
sequence Sn V that converges Lo an element a’ of Y respect Lo the
weal? topology and such that (II 4 III) converges Lo ¡¡¡ a’ fl¡, then ihe
sequence (111 4— a’

5 ¡II) converges Lo zero.
Lemnia 3. Jet X be a separable Banach space. Jet Y be a closed

separable subspace ofXt Let (u,»,.) be a don ble sequence Su V such
thai, lar each ni Sn lAr, the sequence (u,»,.)?~L, converges Lo ihe origin

br the weal? topology aud

iitf{IItm,. ji: nEI\T} > O.

ITt (u,,,,.) Ss Sn Y, tIten there Ss a subsequence (y,»,.)~
1 of (u,»,.)~1,

ni E IP?, satisfyíng the following condí tions:

1.

Ss a w-basic sequence Sn X which Ss a subsequence of

so that St (u>,.)is mi arbitrary subsequence of (10), tIten [w4jSs
a(XtX)-closed Sn Y.

2. [y,»,.]Ss a 1-norrning subspace of (X/[v,»n]± ) = [y,»,.]

Proof. Wc apply b) Lo obtain an equivalent norm ¡¡j [¡ in X
with tbe prbpert>’ there mentioned. We write Z := (X, j¡j . ¡¡¡). Let
{XI, a’g z,., ...} be a dense subset of Z. Then

lim<x5, u,»,,> = 0, m,ix E lAr,u
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and since Z is a 1-x.ormix.g snbspace of Z, we appl>’ Lemma 2 replacing
X by Z, X by Z•5, U2n..L b>’ a’,., u~,, b>’ a’,,, vi EN, and un,,. b>’ a’,»,.,

and thus we obtaix. a subsequence (u>,»,.)~
1 of (un,,.)~L, m E 1V, such

that
u>11, u>12, 2021, ..., 201,., 202(ni> W(ni)2, u>,.I, ... (11)

is a basic sequence ix. X which is a subsequence of

so that, if cp 18 the canonical mapping from Z onto gfl/[u>,,,]±, then

sa(~(Z)) = B(¡w~,.]). Let 4> denote the canonical mapplng from Z onto
Z/[w,.n,]± . Given an ele¡nex.t z ix. Z/[u>,»,.]1, we find zí ir Z such that
4’(zí) = z sund write 0(z) := ~(zi). Then, @ is a one-to-one linear ¡tap
from Z/[wn,,.]± onto [u>~,,,]. For a given e> O, we ma>’ choose the aboye
mentioned zí ix. such a way that ¡¡~ z1 111<111 z ¡¡¡ + e and hence

0(z) ¡j¡=¡¡j yo(zí) III =111zí fil < III z II¡ + e

and, consequentí>’, ¡¡¡ <1> ¡]j < 1. Qn the other hand, given y ix. [u>~,,.] axid
o o

e> O, we deduce from cp(B(Z)) .8([w,,]) that there is ay’ ir Z such

that
= y, ~¡¡yí ~¡<~u III + e

andso
III •~‘ (1/) ¡II — III 4’ (y,) fil =III ¡11111 < jI 1/ ]¡~ + e

and, conseqnently, ¡¡j 4c~ 111=1. Hence we have shown that

is an isometry. If we now write z,,,,. ~— 0
1(t4,,»), it follows that

is a Schauder basis ix. Z/[u>,,.~]

1 whose associated linear functionals are
(11). Consequently, (11) is a w-basic sequence in t. Given now z ix.

we fluid z1 ix. Z suchthat 4’(z1) = z. Then, ffw belongs to
we have that

1 <z,u» ¡ = 1 (z,,u» ¡ 1 (y,(z,),u» ¡ = j <0(z),w> 1~
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whence we conclude that

¡¡ z ¡¡ = II 0(z) j¡ = .sup{¡ <0(z), u» ¡ : u> E B([w,»4)}

= sup{¡ <z,u» 1: u> E B~wn,,.])}

and hence, ¡u>,»,,] is a 1-norming subspace of (Z/[u>,..,.]jj = [u>,,.,.]ZWe
take now an element y ix. YO [u>,»,.] ¡~¡ y 5= 1. We ma>’ fluid a sequence
(y,.) un [wn,,j, ¡fi y,. jfl= 1, vi E ¡TV, such that it converges to y for the
weak topolog>’. Then, after result b), (u,.) converges to y in norin, from
where we have that u Ss ir [tun,,.] and thus this space is a(Xt X)-closed
irY.

Lot (u>,,) be a subsequence of (11). We write the sequence (11) un
the form (~,,,) ax.d the subsequence (u>,.) sus (y,.3). Let u> be sun element
of [u>,.fflY. Then for the weak topolo~’,

00

u> =>3 ajy,.3,
j=1

which also allows us to write, agair with respect to the weak topolog>’,
00

u> =>3 b,.y,.,

with b,. = O for those vi different fram the itj. We then have that u> is an
element of [u>,.]flY and, after what has airead>’ been shown, u> E [tu,,.,,],

from where we deduce that u> = Z1~ ajy,.3 E [u>,.],and so we conclude
that [u>,.] is a(Xt X)-closed un Y. u
Theorem 2. Let X be a separable fianach apace. LeL y be a norming
closed subspace of X. LeL(a’,»,.) be a double sequence Sn X such that,
for each ni E IV,

lim<xn,,.,y> = O, vE 1/, ivif{¡j a’,»,. [¡: vi E N} > 0.
n

Then, ihere Ss a subsequence (un,tt)~’L1 of (a’n,,j)~1, ni E AY, such ihaL

Ss a basic sequence Sn X which Ss a subsequence of

ZiL, Z1% Z21 Xln, a’2(n....i> X(,,.i)2, Znl~
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so Lhat, Sf (z,.) Ss aix arbitrary subsequence of (13), then [z,~]Ss a(X, y)-
closed Sn X.

Proal’. Clearly, we ma>’ assunxe that y is separable. If9’ 15 the canonical
mapping from X onto X/V

1, then we have, sirce V is norming, that

so(X) Ss a subspace of y4 = X~/V’ isomorphic to X. Thus p(X) is a
separable closa! subspace of y5 sund (y,(a’n,,.)) is a double sequence ir
y,(X) such that, for each ni of 11V, (‘9(a’,,m))~í converges to the origin
for the weak topolog>’ sund

ivif{¡¡ sa(zn,..) II: vi E N} > O.

We appl>’ Lemma 3 aud obtair a subsequence (y,»,.)~L
1 of (xn,,,)~,,

m E 1W, such that

‘9(1/11), 9’(u12), ‘9(1/21) 9’(uín), 9’é/26t—19’ ..., ~‘(u<n—í>~),‘p(v,.í)~
(13)

15 a w-basic sequence ix. W which is a subsequence of

9’(Zfl), <p(Z12), ‘9(Z21),..., 9’(Zi,,), so(x2<,,~>) ‘9(a’(,,í)2)~ p(a’,.,),

so that, if(w,.) isanarbitrarysubsequenceof(13), then ¡u>,,j isa(V,V)-
closed ix. y,(X). It is now immediate that

satisfring the statement of the theorem.

Theorem 3. Jet X be a separable fianacb space. teL U cl V separable
norrning do.sed subspaces ofX. Jet Z be a normed separable subspace
of X sucb that Z o V = {O}. Then Lbere Ss a double sequence (a’,»,,) Sn
X such timÉ

Xfl, Z12, a’21, ..., Xi-n, Z2<n.i) Z(n1)2, a’ni, ... (14)

Ss a basic sequence Sn X and Sf (z,»,.)~, Ss sun arbitrary subsequence of
ni E AY, then there Ss a subsequence ~ of (z»,,.)~1,

m e 1W, such that
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Ss a subsequence of <14) and SI’y, Ss the canonical rnapping from t onto
we have thai

(U fl [umn]’)~ [~,,,,,]I 9’(U) = 9’(V) = [y,;n,j,

V cl U + [yn,nI’, (y + ¡vn,,.I’) n Z = {O}.

Praaf. We ma>’ assume, by convenientí>’ renorming X if necessary,

that U is 1-norming. Lot S(X) = {a’ E X :¡j zr~ 11= 1}. Since
Z O V = {0} ax.d Z beirg separable, we ma>’ fluid in V’ O 5(X

5) a
sequex.ce (t,.) so that {t,» : ni e iv} separates the elements of Z. Now,
since V sund Z are separable, we ma>’ fluid ix. X a sequence
convergmg to t,» ir ever>’ point of V + Z sund such that, fox each ni,

iitf{¡j s,,,,. II: u E 1W} > O.

We appl>’ Theorem 2 to obtain a subsequence (a’~~)~¾ of (sn,,,)~ó
1,

ni E 2V, so that

a’11, Zfl, a’2l ZJj, Z2(,..l), ..., ~ a’,,1, ... (15)

be a basic sequence ix. X sund if (a’,.) is sun arbitrar>’ subsequence of (15),
[a’,,] is a(X, U)-closed ix. X. We tsuke an arbitrar>’ subsequence (zmn)Zi
of (a’,»,.)~t,, ni E lv. From (z,»,.)~, we extract a subsequence, which
we shal] still denote b>’ (zn,,,)~1, such that

Zll, Zl2, ZQ~, ..., ZJj, Z2(,.i) Z(,,..i)2, z,.1, ... (16)

is a subsequence of (15). Now, since U is 1-normix.g, lim,,<z,»,,,v> = 0,

ni E iv, y E V, sund ixzf{Il z,~,. II: vi e N} > O, we obtain, appl>’ing
Lemma 2, a subsequence (1/n,n)~i of (z,»,,)~1, ni E 1V, such that

is a subsequence of (16) sund if y, is the canonical mapping from X onto
XVIumn]’, then

= 9’(B(V)) = B([1/¿,,j). (17)

Now, since [y,»,.]is u(X, U)-closed ix. X, one has that, after the bipolar
theorem,

(Un 1yrn,.]’Y~ (U’ + (Iun,n]’)±)’= [vmnl’.
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We deduce from (17) that 9’(U) = y,(V) = [y¿,,j. If y is sun arbitrar>’
element of y we ma>’ find u in U such that sa(u) = ~(y). Then, y E
u + ¡yn,,,]’ sund, therefore

VCU+[~/n,,4.

Finalí>’, if there is sun elemex.t u> in Z, different from the origin, then
there is a positive integer ni such that <4,., y> # 0. Let y be sun>’ element
ix. y. Then

O5’~ <tn,,tu> = <tn,,WV> = llzn<yn,,,,w—v>,
vi

sund hence u> — y is not ix. [un,,.] ~‘. Consequent1>’,

(y + [y,nnl’)O Z = {O}.

U

Coroflary 1. Jet X be a Danach space wiLh X separable. Jet U C V
be two norrning closed subspaces of X

5. Then there Ss a basic sequence
(a’,.) Sn X such that

(Un [x~]’T= (a’,.]1 sund U + [mi’ = 1’.

Prao?. We can take a separable norma! subspace Z of X such that

Z ny = {O} and Z + y = Xt We appl>’ the former theorem sund so
obtain a double sequence (u,»,.) 1 X with the properties there stated.
We write the sequence

ix. the form (a’,.). It is then immediate that

u
Carallary 2. Let Al be a Banach space witb X separable. Jet y be a
closed subspace of X~ with Al d Y. Tben there isa w-basic sequence
(a’,,) Sn X such that

(¡a’,,],)= [a’,.]’, X + ¡a’,.]1 = Y,
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and [a’,.], has infinite dirnension.

Proal’. We take a norma! separable subspace Z ix. X such thsut
Z nY = {0} sund Z + Y = Al. We appl>’ Theorem 3 switchix.g Al
by Al’, U b>’ X sund y b>’ Y sund obtain a double sequence (a’,»,.) lxi
V with the properties there stated. Then, by applying Lomuma 3 to
the dauble sequence (a’,»,.) in the separable spsuce X we obt&m a sub-
sequence (zn,,.)~í of (a’,»,.)~L1, ni E iv, in such a way that

Z11, Z12, Z21 Zln, Z2(ni), ..., Z(n..q)2, Zn1,

be a w
5-bsusic subsequence of a’

11, a’12, Z21 It Ss now evident that
Z11, Z12, Z2l, ..., ZL,., Z2(,,...i) Z(,..l)2, z,,í, ... ma>’ be chosen so thsut [z,~,.]’
has infinite climension, b>’ considering, if neceasar>’, cox.venient subse-
quences of (z,,,,.)~’L1, ni E AY.

Now, Theorem 3 guarantees that there is a subsequence (yn,,.)~ of
m E iv, such that

is a subsequence of zíí, Zl2, z2i, ..., z1,,, Z2(,....fl, ..., Z(,,l)2, z,,í, ... sund sat-
isfles the properties stated ix. Theorem 3 sund alio those of Corollar>’ 1,
replacing Al sund Al’ by Al sund X”% sund U sund V by Al sund Y. Hence,

(Al fl ¡y,»n)’Y = ¡un,,,]’, X + [u ]‘ — Y.

lxi the form (x,.)~fí, we have a w-basic sequence which satisfles

([x,.]± )%~ (Al O [a’,.]’f= [x,,]’, Al + [a’,,]’ = Y.

Finail>’, from [z,.], cl [x,,j± it follows that [a’,.]’ has infinite dimension,
which concludes the proof. u

If in the previous corollar>’ we take Y = X, it follows that [a’,.],
is a subspace of X which is reflexive ax.d of infinite dimension. Canse-
quentí>’, X sund X are somewbat refiexive, [lOf Qn the other hand, let
us suppose that Iv is a positive integer less or equal thax. the dimension
of X/X. We ma>’ take Y so that Y/X has dimensiox. Iv and thus [a’,.],

is quasi-reflexive of order Iv; il’ we take Y ix. such a wa>’ that V’/Y
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has dimension k, then X/[x,.]j is quasi-refiexive of order k. As a conse-
quence, we have that ix. X sund Al there are quasi-reflexive subspaces of
order Iv, [18]. Coroilsur>’ 2 also implies that quasi-refiexive subspaces of
order Iv are “twisted sums” of quasi-reflexive spaces of order 1. Actual!>’,
it is an open question to know if there exists a quasi-refiexive space of
order 2 which is not a direct sum of two quasi-refiexive spaces of order
1.

Corollar>’ 3. LeL X be a fianach space, clearly non quasi-refiexive,
such that V has a norrning closed subspace U of infinite codimension.
Then there Ss a basic sequence (a’,,) Sn X such that St has the following
properties:

1. Al/fr,,> Ss noÉ quasi-refiexi ve.

2. [a’,.] Ss noÉ Iv-shrinking for every non-negative integer Iv

Praof. We ma>’ assume, after Propositiox. 2, that both X sund U are
separable. It is immediate that we ma>’ fiud ix. V a separable closed
subspace y containing U ax.d a separable norma! subspace Z such that
the dñnensions of V/U and Z be infinite sund ZOV = {O}. We apply now
Theorem 3 and obtain a double sequence (¡1,»») ix. Al with the properties
there stated. We write the sequence

Vii, 1/12,1/21 LUn~ 1/2(n—í)~ ~ V(,,—m>2, 1/ni,

ix. the form (a’,.). PXom

(Un [a’,,j’f=[a’,.]’ = (Al/[a’,,fr sund V cl U + [a’,,)’,

wededuce that (Al/la’,.])’ has a weak’-dense subspace Ufl¡a’,,]’ of infinite
codimension sund, hence, Al/fa’,,] is not quasi-reflexive. From

(y + [a’,.]’) 11 Z = {O},

we obtain, II y, Ss the canonical mappix.g from Al’ onto Al/[a’,.]’, that

Ss nx.e-to-one sund, since p(U) = y,(V) = [4], it follows thát y,(Z) O
[4] = {O} sund the conclusion follows.

u
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Corollary 4. Jet Al be a fianach space with X separable. If Al Ss not
quasi-refiexive, Éhen there is a boundedly complete w’-basic sequence
(a’,.) Sn Al’ wiÉh the following properties:

1. ([a’»j~«~~’= [a’,.J’and [a’,.]~ Ss noÉ quasí-refiexí ve.

2. Al/[a’,,j~ Ss noÉ quasi-rellexi ve.

Prao?. It is clear that we ma>’ find un Al” a separable closa! subspsuce y,
V cl Al, anda separable norma! subspace Z, such that the dimensions of
V/Al and Z be inflhlite ax.d ZnV = {O}. We apply Theorem 3 replacing
Al b>’ Al’ and U b>’ Al, thus obtaining a double sequence (xn,,.) with the
properties there mentioned. Besides, havix.g Lomma 3 ix. mmd, such su
double sequence can be chosen so that

be w’-basic ax.d boundedly complete. Thex., if we write

ix. the form (a’,.), we have that (Z,,) is a boundedl>’ complete w-basic
sequence of Al • satis~ing properties 1 and 2.

u

Ihe foflowing results are prova! ix. [3]:c) LeÉ Al be a flan ach space.
It Al’ contains a norrning closed subspace ofinfinite codimension, then Al
has a basic sequence that Ss noÉ k-sbrinking for any non-negative integer
Iv. d) It Al is a non-quasi-refiexive Banach space, then Al con Éains a
closed subspace Y such thaÉ Y sund Al/Y are noÉ quasi-refiexive. Notice
that result c) may be obtaired from Corollary 3. Qn the other hax.d,
result d) is sun esus>’ consequence of Corollaries 3 sund 4.

Xl’ un Lomma 3 we take u,,,,. = u,., m,vi E 1V, we ma>’ obtain the
following result which is a reflnemex.t of a theorem of [10]. e) LeÉ Al
be a separable Banachspace. In Al’, Jet (u») be a sequence that weak5-
converges Lo tbe origin such timÉ

inf{l¡ u,. II: vi ~ AY} > 0.
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Tben there Ss a boundedly compleÉe w’-basic subsequence (u,.1) of (u,.)
such that [u,.4 Ss I-norming with respect to Al/[u,,11±. Ftom the same
leinma we ma>’ also obtain the followix.g result of [10]:f) LeL Al be a
Banach space with Al’ separable. In Al’, leL (u,.) be a sequence that
weak’-converges Lo the origin so that

~“f{IIu,. ¡1: iteiv} >0.

Then Éhere isa boundedly complete w-basic subsequence (u,.1) of(n,.).
The followingtheorem can also be found ix. [1O~:g) LeL Al be a separable
Banach space such that there SsSn Al a closed subapace Y Ssomorpb.ic Lo
a subspace of a separable conjugate space. Then Al has a quotient wSth a
shrinking basSs; moreover, this basis may be chosen wiLh SÉs biorthogonal
functionals lying Sn Y, hence Y has a weak’-closed subspace with a
boundedely complete basis.

Ix. the conxix.g proposition we obtaix. a result which unifles both re-
sults f) sund g).

Proposition 3. JeÉ Al be a separable Banach space. LeÉ (u,.) be
a sequence Sn Al’ which weak’-converges to tbe origin and such tbat
inf{j¡ u,. II: vi E iv} > O. II’ [u,.] Ss Ssornorphic Lo a subspace of a
separable conjugate space, then there Ss a w’-basic subsequence (un1) of
(u,.) that Ss boundedly complete.

Proof. Let Y a Banach space with separable dual Y’ such that there is
sun isomorphism 4> from [u,.] luto Y. Since both Al axid Y are separable,
we ma>’ assunxe that (u») is w

5-basic sund that (4>(u,.)) is weak’-Cauch>’
ix. Y. Lot ~o be the weal0-limit of (4,(u,.)) ix. Y’. Let us suppose that
y
0 is distinct from the origin sund contained in [4>(u,.)]. Since (4,(u,.)) la
a Schauder basis of [4>(u,.)l, we have ix. this space that

00

yo = >3a,,,p(u,.)

If r is a positive integer snch that a,. ~ O, thex. y0 does not belong to
the closed linear spax. of (4,(un))~r4zí. Consequex.tly, we ma>’ suasume
to have taken (u,.) so that y0 Ss not ix. [4>(u,.)].

Ifvo= O, wewriteZ : Y, vn : 4,(u,.), vi= 1,2,..., sund y, forthe
identity ix. Y’. If y~ ~ 0, then we write Z to denote the linear subspace
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ix. Y orthogonal to {vo} sund if L := liix{vo}, then p will denote the
canonical mappix.g from Y’ onto Y’/L = we write ix. this case
y,. := sa(4’(u»)), vi = 1,2 Ix. sun>’ case, whether y0 be zero or not,
we have that O = ~o4> is sun isomorphism from ¡u,,] irto V such that

= y~, vi = 1,2,... sund (y,.) converges to the origin in Z’ for the

weak’ topolog>’.
We take now a subsequence (u,.1) of (u,.) such tbat (y,.) is a bound-

edí>’ complete w-basic subsequence ix. V. We choose sun arbitrar>’ se-
quence (b,.) in K such that (Zi~ bju,,1)~í be bounded ix. Al’. Then

n, n,

ti ti

is bounded ix. Z’ sund, consequentí>’, >I~?~ b~v,.4 converges ix. this space.
Qn the other baxid, ~

tI bju,.~ converges in Al’ sund the conclusion fol-
lows.

u

As a consequence of result g), it is shown ir [10] that ir Al is separable

Banach space sund y is a subspace of Al’ isomorphic to 11, thex. Al has a
quotiex.t isomorphic to co. In the next proposition we obtain a refinement
of this result.

Prapasition 4. Lot Al be a Banach space sund lot (u,.) be a sequence
Sn Alt equivalent Lo tlie uniÉ vector basis of Ii. ff(u,,) Ss weak’-Cauchy
then X/[u,.]± Ss Ssomorpbic Lo co.

Proof. Let u be the weak’ limit of (u»). If u happex.s to be the origin

of Al, then we proceed as follows. For each a’ ix. Al, we define Tx
(<a’~ a,.>). Then T is a continuous linear mapping from Al into ca. We
also have that T’ : lx Al’ is weak-weak’ continuous sund, for each
(a,,) of 11, T’((a»)) = Z~-~ a,.u,.. If(a,.) sund (b») are distix.ct elements
of ¿1, it is clear that T’((a,,)) # T((b4) sund so T(Al) is dense un co. It
then follows that 71(lí) = [u,.] sund T’(B(li-)) is a neighborhood of the
origin ix. ¡u,.], hence there is a positivo integer ni such that mT(fi(lí))
contains B(Al’)nT’(lí). Let {vj : lE J,=}beanet ix. fi(Al)fl71Q

1)
that weak’-converges to sun element y of X. Since T(fi (lx)) Ss weak’
compact, u belongs to mt(B(li)) cl T’91), from where we deduce that
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B(Al’)flT’Qí) is weak’-closed ix. Al’ sund, makix.g use of Kreix.-Smullan s
Theorem, [Qj,T’(lí)) is wesuk’-closed ix. Al’. We x.ow obtain after [13]
that 71 is onto and the result follows.

Let us sussume x.ow that u is x.ot the origin of Al’. Lot Y be the
subspace of Al orthogonal to {u} and let L be the linear span of {u}.
If u does x.ot belong to [un] sund 9’ denotes the canonical mapping from
Al onto Y’ = Al/L, it follows that p : [u,,] —. Y’ is one-to-one sund
~o(u,,)) is a sequence in Y which la equivalent to the unit basis of lí sund
such that it weak’ converges to zero. Hence we have that Y/[sa(u,,)j, is
isomorphic to ca. Qn the other hsund,[so(u,.)], = [u,.]~ sund Y/[u,,j~ is
a closed h>’perplane of Al/[u,.]±, thereb>’ isomorphic to ca. Firall>’, if u

is un [u,.], there is (a,,) 6 0 such that u = _ a,.u,. ix. Al’. Let r be
a positive integer such that a,. <O. We set VJ := uj, j = 1,2,...,r — 1,
yj := ~ 1 = r,r+ 1 Tben, (y,.) is equivalent to the ux.it vector
basis of 1’ sund thus u is not ir [v,.J, and hence, suppl>’ing what we said
aboye, Al/¡y,.]±is isomorphic to ca.

U

Proposition 5. LeL Al be a Banach space that contains no copy of ti-.
II’ Al’ contains a copy of 0, then X has a quotient which Ss isornorphic
to co.

Proof. Wc kx.ow after [8] that Al’ containa a sequence (u,.), equivsulent
to the unit vector basis of 1~, which is a Cauch>’ sequence for the weak’
topology, hence it suifices to make use of the former proposition to reach
the conclusion.

U

Note. If ix. Lemma 2 we take a’,,,,. = a’,., ni, vi E AY, sund Al’ is separable
sund such that {uí, u~ u,., ...} be dense ix. Al’, then the foflowing result
follows, [10]: h) In the l3anacb space X, let (a’,,) be a sequence diaL
converges wealdy Lo the origin. If Al’ Ss separable sund inf{j¡ a’» fi: vi E
1W} > O, then there Ss a subseqúence (un) of (a’,.) such that it is basic
and shrinking. Qn the other hand, if ix. Lemma 2 we take a’,,,,. =

m,vi E 2V, (a’,.) having a weak-adherex.t point a’o ix. Al”, a’o ~ Al,
Al’ is separable {uí, u~, ..., u,,, ...} is a dense subset of the h>’perplane

H orthogonal to a’o, then wc obtain, b>’ renorming Al if necessar>’ so
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thsut [u,,]be 1-norming, the following result, [20]:5) LeL (a’,.) be a
bounded sequence Sn the Banach space Al such Lhat {a’1,a’2,...,a’,.,...}
Ss noL weakly relatively compact. fi Al Ss separable, then there is a
subsequence ~j,,) of (a’,.) such that Ii (z,.) Ss an arbitrary subsequence of
(u,.) then (z,.) is a l-shrinking basis of ¡z,.].

The following proposition la sun isometric version of a result of [10].

Prapasition 6. In the Bansuch space Al, let (u,.) be su sequence Sn
Al’ converging weakly Lo the origin such that [u,.]’ Ss separable and
inf{¡¡ u,, j~: vi E 1V} > O. Then, there isa subsequence (u,.3) of(u,.),
w’-basic sund shrinking, such that [u,.]’ Ss Ssornetric Lo Al/[u,z1]~.

Prao?. Since ¡u,.>’ is separable, we appl>’ result h) to extract a subse-
quence of (u,.), which we shall still keep denoting by (u,.), that is basic
sund shrinking. We take a dense subset {yi, ~2, ...,V~, ...} of B(¡unl). For
esucb pair of positive integers ni sund vi, let Zn,~ be sun elemex.t of Al such
that

1

We put Y := [a’»,»]. Then Y is a 1-norming subspace of Al’ respect to
[u,.]. We suppl>’ Lemnia 2 to obtaix. su subsequence (u..) of (u») so tbat
if p is the canonical mapping from Al” onto [u»j’ = [u ni] it follows
that

sUu,.j) = ((u,.~]’) = 9’(~(Al)) =

from where we deduce that (u,.,) la w’-basic and Iunj’ is isometric to
Al/[u,.~]± . It is písuin that (u,,) is shrinking.

u

The following results can be found ix. [19]:j) Jet (a’,.) be a bounded
sequence Sn Lhe Banach space Al. If {a’» : vi E IV) Ss not weakly reía-
tively comnpact then there Ss a subsequence (u,.) of (a’») such that every
subsequence (zn) of (y,.) Ss basic sund has Property P. k) If Al is a

separable non-reflexive Banach space, tben Al has a quoÉient which has
a basis of tbe type P.

Ix. what follows we shall obtain properties relata! with results j) sund
k).
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Proposition 7. En a fiansuch space Al, let (z,»,.)~1 be su bounded se-
quence whích has Sn Al” su wesur-adherent point a’,.,, ni = 1,2,..., r, such
thsut a’1, a’~, ..., a’,. are linearly independent and Al fl liit{Zí, a’2, ~ a’r} =

{ 01. Tben, there Se a subsequence (u,»,.)~í of (z,»,z)~í, ni = 1,2
so LhaÉ

Ss su basic seqúence Sn X with Property P’.

Proal’. II we denote b>’ (a’,»,.)~%1 the subsequence of (zn,,.)~ forma!
b>’ al] those elements with norms greater than ¡~ a’,» fi, it follows that
(a’n,,.)~i has a’,» sus a weak’-adiherent point ix. Al” sund

iitf{¡¡ a’,»,. fi: ix E iv} >0, ni = 1,2,..., r.

We write a’,,,» := a’,.,,, a’,» := a’,., ni = r + 1, r + 2,..., ix E 1V. We thex.
have [a’,.! = livi{a’í,a’2 a’r} sund so the subspace of Al’ orthogonal

to frr,.] is normirg. Wc appl>’ Proposition 1 sund obtain a subsequence
(u,,,,.)~’Li- of (a’m,.)~i-, ni E 1W such that

u!- — a’1, “12— a’1, u21 — Z~, ~,t11~ — Z1, u2(,.i) — Z2, , u(,,.i)2 —

— a’,.,

is a basic sequence ix. Al” sund

uíí, u12, u~i-, ..., uí,., u2c,,.1> uc,,..í)2, t¿fll,

is a basic sequence ix. Al. If we write ~,‘,,,,. := u,»(,.,,), ni 1,2,...,
n E AY, we have that

yiia’i,V2i’v2 1/ri’vr 1/in11,1/2,,X2,...,YrnZr,... (18)

is a basic sequence ix. V sund

is su basic sequence in Al. Lot E’ the closed linear span of (18) ix. Al’
axid let O be the closed lirear subspace ix. Al spsux.ned by (19). We take
z ix. E’ A Al. Then

00 00

= >3 >3 am»(ymn — a’,»).
n~=1 ,vi=1
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Let 71 be the linear projection on Al + livi{a’1, a’2, ..., a’,.) over
ltit{a’i, Z2, ..., Zr} along Al. Siace 71 Ss continuous, it follows that

00 7 00 7

O = Ta’ = >3 >3 an,»T(u,»,, — a’,») = — >3>3 an,,.x,» =

,.=1 n,=1

— Z(Éan,,.)’vm

and hence
00 00 T>3 a,»,. = O, vi = 1,2, ..., r, z = >3 >3 a,»,,¡,’,,~,., (20)

,.=i

from where we have thsut E’ O Al is contained ix. G. Suppose now that

our formerly considera! vector z has the form Z=~ bn,ymí. Then

7 00 7>3 b,»y,»i- = >3 >3 0,»n¡1m»
,,=1 ,,,=i

sund so
00

a,»,, = O, vi=2,3,..., b,»= a,»1 = >3a,rn. = 0, m= 1,2 r.

Consequentí>’, if E Ss the linear span of {umí : ni = 1,2 4 it follows

tbat E O E’ = {0}. Por a given integer ni ~ r, we have that y,,,~ E E
sund, for vi> 1,

un,,. = un,x + (urn2 — 1/mi) +- + (um,. — 1/mQv-i)) =

+ (ym2a’m<un,va’m)) +...

+ (un,tza’m<1/tn(,.~lyZnt)) E E + FOAl

andhence, O = E+FflAl. Wenow write thesequence (19) ix. theform
(z,.). Por each positive integer ti, we put p(rz) sund q(vi) to denote the
positive integers such that z» = Vg,.)q(,.)• Given an arbitrar>’ element a’

of G, it msuy be written ix. a unique way sus a’ = y + z, y E E, z E FO Al.
Then

00 00

z = >3c,,(ziZp(t.)), >3c,.=0
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sund since z1, z1 — z2, ..., z,—í — Zr 15 a basis for E, we have that

y = b1z1 + b2(zi — z2) + ... + b7(z~i — zr).

We write

¡c,.:= >3cj, n= 1,2
Jt:1

Then
n,

z = llrn>3 c,.z,. = lim(>3 n,,(z,. — z,.+i) + cn,~nzn,~+-í)
n=1

sund, since (Kn,+iZm+1)~i converges to the origin, it thex. follows that

00

z = >3rvi(znz»+O.

From here we deduce that

a’ = u + z = bízí + (bm+ní)Czí—z2) + ... + (br+Kr~m)(zr~mzr) +
00>3 ,c,.(zn — z»+l)

sund therefore, if we set

y1:= z1, v,.~1:= Z»—Z,,+i, n=l,
2

it is immediate that (y,.) is a Sehauder basis in ¡y,,> = [z,.j, sund the result

now follows.

U

Theorem 5. Jet Al be a l3anacb spsuce witb Al” separable. teL r be
a positíve integer. If Éhe dirnension of Al“/X Ss greater or equal than
r, Llien diere Ss a closed subspace Y of Al such LImÉ Al/Y Ss a quasz-
reflexive Banach space oforder r with a Schauder basis Lhat Ss shrinking
sund satísfies Property P.

Proof. According to Corollar>’ 2, we ma>’ assume that X is quast-
reflexive of order r. Let M be the subspace of Al”’ orthogonal to Al. Ix.
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M we take a basis {Zl,a’2 a’r}. Wc fixid in Al’ a sequence (a’n,,.)~1
that converges to a’n, in Al”’ foT tbe weak’ topolo~’, ni = 1,2,..., r.

We proceed sus in the proof of last proposition to obtain a subsequence

(y,»»)~-m of (a’m,.)~í, ni = 1,2, ...,r, such thsut

tIi1,1/21,-~,1/ri Vi,,,L’2,, ~ (21)

be a basic sequence un x’ with Propert>’ P’. Qn the other haud, hay-
ing in mmd Lemma 3, we ma>’ obtain (21) SO that it is w’-basic axid
boundedl>’ complete. Then, if Y is the subspace of Al orthogonal to
the linear span of (21), it follows that Al/Y is quasi-reflexive of order r,

has a shrinking Schsuuder basis sund, after result a), such basis satisfles
Property P.

U

The autbor wishes to express his gratitude Lo the refereo for sev-
eral interesting suggestions concering references ¡4], [5], [6] sund [7] ir
particular, which will undoubtedl>’ help the reader to gain a better un-
derstsunding of this material, and subo for a few remarks on sorne results
which have certainí>’ improved the final version of the paper.
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